A genetic code of personalized training
In recent years, the heritability of muscle phenotypes has been studied extensively, particularly the nonsense polymorphism in the gene ACTN3, its distinct physiological phenotypes and its associations with endurance and sprint/power elite sports activities [16, 17] .
To better identify genetic contributions, larger, well-defined samples were needed, and some consortia were formed such as FAMuSS.
Studies rely on these resources to obtain data related to the response to interventions related to exercise [18, 19] . Indeed, the possibility to identify genes and their allelic states that could determine which individuals would perform better in some sports disciplines brought the concept of genetic scores based on a personal genetic profile [20] . [23] .
Approaches involving training responses and a few variants already have been presented and revised [24] [25] [26] . However, Jones et al. [27] were the first to present the application of genetics to different customized training interventions, using genetic profiles in which a score was given for each allele based on the cumulative literature reports about polymorphisms (Figure 1) . Although several genetic polymorphisms have been associated with particular physiological phenotypes, changes in metabolic pathways molecularly measured or even considered in silico using bioinformatic tools [28] , evaluation of a multigenic prior genetic profile had never been used as a variable of physical training itself [29] . The aim of the authors was to compare the chronic effects of strength training using high or low intensity aerobic per- The results of Jones et al. [27] strongly support the hypotheses cited in the study, validating the algorithm created by the group.
While respecting the ethical aspects related to the proposed genetic predisposition to performance which is discussed in the consensus on "direct-to-consumer" genetic testing [30] , the potential to benefit from specific training and/or perform athletically is in part due to individual features with a well-established genetic component.
The use of genetics to prescribe an exercise regimen could allow an individual to reach his/her highest potential. Thus, it is likely the doors will open for new studies correlating in a direct way "molecular concepts" and sports. From this initial approach, groups working with large cohorts of athletes, as well as recent international consortia formed as "The athlome consortium" "GENATHLETE" or "GAMES" [31] , could include a prior genetic profiling to prescribe training programmes and continue to validate and refine candidate genes that provide the best positive predictive value.
All researchers in genomics of exercise have worked diligently to contribute to supporting the genetic component that now could be used for precision athletics. Thus, the results described by Jones et al. [27] open doors to new research and applications using personalized exercise training programmes and personal scores based on genetic variability. Possibly, additional and novel polymorphisms investigated in larger cohorts as well as applying total load equalization of physical training will help to better understand the influences of training protocols in relation to individual genetic profiles and contribute to new discoveries. A genuine assessment of genetic influences demands greater methodological rigor as the specifications and protocols relating to physical tests become more readily used and the field of genetics and physical training matures.
